The relationship between cognitive ability, emotional intelligence and negative career thoughts: A study of career-exploring adults

Orientation: Career exploration can be a stressful experience, often manifested by negative career thoughts. In this article, the factors which influence the ability to cope with negative thinking are investigated.

Research purpose: This study investigated the relationship between cognitive ability, emotional intelligence and negative thoughts pertaining to career in a sample of unemployed, non-student adults.

Motivation for study: There is a need for research which investigates the psychological factors that contribute to successful career exploration and decision-making. Cognitive ability is one such factor, whilst emotional intelligence is another whose validity is not yet well established.

Research design, approach and method: A survey design and quantitative procedures were used in gathering and analysing data gathered from 193 non-student, middle-aged adults attending a community-based career exploration programme in British Columbia, Canada. Cognitive ability, emotional intelligence and negative career thoughts before and after the career exploration programme were measured.

Main findings: Neither cognitive ability nor any aspect of emotional intelligence predicted negative career thinking change. Cognitive ability predicted overall negative career thoughts as well as decision-making confusion, but only after the programme. The ability to manage emotions, however, predicted negative career thoughts both before and after the career decision-making programme.

Practical/managerial implications: The managing emotions component of emotional intelligence is significantly associated with negative career thoughts. These findings suggest that career counselling requires that the role of emotions and their influence on behaviours must be given more consideration. Industrial and organisational (IO) psychologists would benefit from engaging in programmes that train them to assist clients in becoming more aware of, and increasing, their own emotional intelligence.

Contribution/value-add: The study added insights to the field of career psychology regarding the ability of emotional intelligence to predict important outcomes regarding the dimensions of emotional intelligence (EI) as measured by a performance-based test predicting negative career thoughts amongst the non-student, adult population.

Introduction

Key focus of the study

Individuals approach career decision-making with varying degrees of trepidation which can be manifested by negative career thinking. Two roles of the career and vocational practitioner are to address this negative thinking and to facilitate the decision-making process, thereby ‘helping individuals pursue meaningful and enriching work’ (Kline, 1996, p. 206). Typically this is done through an intervention programme – either individual or group – whereby clients are assisted in exploring their own strengths and weaknesses in a variety of areas, as well as investigating the current labour market. Some individuals appear to benefit much more from such programmes than others. Research that sheds light on the factors contributing to successful career exploration and decision-making is necessary.

Individuals employ many resources to cope with the challenges of everyday living. Intelligence is viewed as a psychological resource which is available to individuals in varying degrees (Carroll, 1993; Gottfredson, 1998; Gottfredson & Saklofske, 2009; Hunter & Schmidt, 1996; Jensen, 1998). General mental ability accounts for a large part of the intelligence resources a person has at his
or her disposal, but other more specific components are also available. One possible additional resource is that of emotional intelligence, a construct for which there has been considerable interest and criticism, and for which validation is still in progress.

There is insufficient knowledge of how both cognitive abilities and emotional intelligence affect career decision-making with respect to negative career thinking. A review of the literature in the areas of cognitive ability, emotional intelligence (EI) and negative career thoughts reveals unknowns that, if addressed, could shed light on all three of these domains. Firstly, there is a need to demonstrate the relationships that EI might have with other constructs. For example, there is a need for more studies that investigate the relationship between different measures of cognitive ability and measures of EI (Van Rooy, Viswesvaran & Pluta, 2005), and in particular, studies in which a performance or ability-based EI measure is used (Brown, George-Curran & Smith, 2003; McEnrue & Groves, 2006). To establish the validity of the EI construct, research is necessary to determine whether EI actually does predict useful outcomes (Antonakis, 2004; Matthews, Zeidner & Roberts, 2002; Mayer, Salovey & Caruso, 2004). In other words, it is important to determine whether EI as well as cognitive ability can be employed by individuals as psychological resources in effecting change in behaviour.

Secondly, within the field of Industrial and Organisational (IO) psychology, career intervention research needs to investigate the mechanisms of change within individuals in the career decision-making process (Reese & Miller, 2006; Slaski & Cartwright, 2003). In particular, there is a need to investigate the role of so-called non-cognitive predictors and their relationships to various outcomes (Van Rooy et al., 2005, p. 446), and whether there are relationships between cognitive and emotional functioning in making decisions (Muramatsu & Hanoch, 2005), specifically with respect to negative thinking about career exploration. One method for accomplishing this is to observe the change in negative career thoughts as a result of a career exploration programme and determine the relative importance of factors associated with that change.

Many investigations regarding emotional intelligence and/or career decision-making are conducted using college student samples. Research that uses adult, non-student populations is required (Brown et al., 2003).

Background to the study

There has been a paradigm shift within the field of IO psychology within the last several decades. Typically, research regarding career exploration has focused on general mental ability as the dominant influence in predicting behaviour at work, in particular job satisfaction and work performance (Ashkanasy, 2004; Hunter & Schmidt, 1996; Kidd, 1998). However, Barsade and Gibson (2007, p. 36) argue that IO psychology has undergone an ‘affective revolution’ in which affective constructs such as emotional intelligence, in addition to the cognitive dimensions, are also seen as influential in career settings. These authors predict that investigating emotional intelligence will considerably expand our understanding of organisational life. Unfortunately, the links between emotional intelligence, its subcomponents, and other factors such as cognitive intelligence and negative and positive affect are still unclear. Ashkanasy and Daus (2005) argue that emotions, and specifically emotional intelligence, are important to study in the context of organisational behaviour. Muramatsu and Hanoch (2005, p. 202) advance the theory that emotions ‘... play a significant role in guiding and regulating choice behaviour, by virtue of their capacity to modulate numerous cognitive and physiological activities’. The authors argue that these emotional processes contribute to adaptive behaviours, and propose that research is necessary in order to understand in a better way cognitive-emotional interactions in human judgement and decision-making.

The world of work is an important space where most individuals spend a great deal of their time as well as their physical and emotional energy. Some research has already focused on the relationships between EI and the functioning of individuals in organisations (Druskat, Sala & Mount, 2006). Of even more importance than actual work settings, however, is the crucial area of career exploration and decision-making. This has been shown to be not only a cognitively demanding task, but is likely to be experienced as an emotionally taxing and stressful task as well (Sampson, Peterson, Lenz, Reardon & Saunders, 1996; Sampson, Reardon, Peterson & Lenz, 2004). This stress may have been initiated by a variety of changes in the environment, namely, job loss, insecurity, dissatisfaction, restructuring and instability amongst others, resulting in an impediment to achieving one’s personal goals (Dekker & Schaufeli, 1995; Hamilton, Karoly & Kitzman, 2004; Slaski & Cartwright, 2003). These changes elicit emotional responses, the magnitude and quality of which depend on the interpretation and value placed on them by the individual. These emotional responses impact cognitive and physiological activities, and thereby promote or impede subsequent performance (Lam & Kirby, 2002).

Some research suggests that increased EI is associated with fewer intrusive thoughts and less intense emotional responses to a stressor which helps the individual cope better with the stressful situation (Ramos, Fernandez-Berrocal & Extremera, 2007). An increased ability to understand and manage emotions during a stressful event appears to be important to maintaining healthy functioning after the event. Rude and McCarthy (2003) argue that greater EI reduces the tendency for an individual to engage in maladaptive coping strategies such as rumination or thought suppression. On the other hand, Zeidner, Matthews and Roberts (2006) observe that EI research has not been adequately linked with indicators of stress symptoms such as negative emotions. Investigating the way in which individuals appraise and respond to the stress that precedes and accompanies career exploration, as
indicated by negative thinking with respect to career, would begin to address this gap in the literature.

Much of the research regarding negative career thinking has focused on young adult student groups (Gordon, 1998; McWhirter, Rasheed & Carothers, 2000; Weinstein, Healy & Ender, 2002). In addition, many of the studies conducted on the concept of emotional intelligence have also used college age or student samples (e.g. Brackett & Mayer, 2003; Brackett, Mayer & Warner, 2004; Mayer, Salovey, Caruso & Sitarenios, 2003). Brown et al. (2003) point out that the generalisability of studies using student populations is limited and needs to include non-student groups. Non-student adults are more liable to be challenged by a variety of stressors including unemployment, possible family issues surrounding children, separation, divorce, finances, aging parents et cetera, and possible physical issues that are less likely to be faced by students (Amundson & Borgan, 1996; Osipow, 1999; Patton & Creed, 2001; Phillips & Blustein, 1994; Super, Savickas & Super, 1996). For these adults, negative career thinking and coping mechanisms may be different. As well, it has been recommended that research in emotional intelligence focus more on middle-aged adults whose differentiation of abilities is more likely to be maximised as compared with young adults or seniors (Schaie, 2001).

Research objectives

Appropriate resources that focus on the problem at hand are more likely to result in outcomes that are of benefit to the individual. Responding to external or internal changes in some context of the environment in such a way that quality of life, work or relationships is improved, can be said to be adaptive. In this research, negative career thoughts are investigated as an important life outcome because they are closely tied with successful career exploration. Two psychological factors that may influence, and therefore predict, negative career thoughts are cognitive ability and emotional intelligence. The primary purpose of this research is to determine the extent, if any, to which cognitive ability and EI, can predict negative career thoughts and negative career thoughts change. In this respect, this research addresses the validity of emotional intelligence as a construct. If emotional intelligence is, in fact, an ability defined as perceiving, using, understanding and managing emotions so as to adapt to one’s environment, then there should be a significant relationship between measured emotional intelligence and negative career thoughts and negative career thoughts change. In addition, if emotional intelligence is a discrete ability apart from general intelligence, then it will be able to predict negative career thoughts and their change when another factor, such as general cognitive ability is accounted for.

The following hypotheses are put forward:

- **Hypothesis 1:** Cognitive ability will be inversely correlated with and predictive of negative career thoughts.
- **Hypothesis 2:** Emotional intelligence will be inversely correlated with and predictive of negative career thoughts.
- **Hypothesis 3:** Emotional intelligence will be a better predictor of negative career thoughts than cognitive ability.

Potential value-add of the study

The utility of any construct increases with its ability to predict useful outcomes (Bastian, Burns & Nettelbeck, 2005) and the construct of EI is presently in its infancy in this process. This research is particularly important in IO psychology in that it leads to a better understanding of how individuals might react to a variety of stressful workplace situations and how possibly vulnerable individuals in those situations might be identified and assisted. Psychological resources, which can be drawn upon to enhance career decision-making, need to be identified and, if possible, developed.

Literature review

Cognitive ability

Despite more than a century of scientific investigation, the lack of consensus amongst researchers regarding the fundamental qualities of intelligence speaks to its very complex nature. Psychometric approaches to studying intelligence are based on data obtained from tests of mental abilities (Sternberg, 2004). By analysing the patterns of correlations between scores on these tests, it is thought possible to determine the structure of intelligence and what parts, if any, comprise it (Davidson & Downing, 2000; Embretson & Schmidt McCollam, 2000). Statistical procedures for determining their psychometric properties, as well as standardised procedures for administration and scoring, have made possible meaningful comparisons of scores between mental abilities and also between groups of individuals. The complex system’s theories broaden the scope of intelligence to propose that mental abilities are manifest within a cultural or situation-specific context above and beyond what factor analyses may show, and that there are other factors that contribute to success. Intelligent behaviour is best seen in everyday interactions with the environment and the subsequent adaptation to that environment. More recently, neurobiological theories provide evidence that intelligent behaviour has a neurological basis and that individuals do appear to have differing amounts of intellectual or mental resources with which to deal with their environments.

In the context of this study, cognitive ability is viewed as a psychological resource that is available to individuals in varying degrees. Cognitive ability involves the ability to learn, to acquire stores of knowledge and make skilled decisions based on that knowledge (Cattell, 1963; Embretson & Schmidt McCollam, 2000). In addition, it involves problem-solving in novel situations where previously acquired knowledge is not necessarily available (Catell, 1963; Deary, 2001). Furthermore, inductive and deductive reasoning (Deary, 2001; Hunt, 2005), and mental manipulation of information (Stankov, 2003) are also required.

Cognitive ability also can be regarded as one’s ability to adapt to the environment. Adaptability includes a number of
subcomponents such as learning from experience, problem-solving when faced with novel situations, and controlling one’s internal and external environments by moulding them when necessary. It involves capitalising on strengths whilst at the same time compensating for weaknesses (Sternberg, 2003, 2009). In addition to meeting the challenges of new situations, adaptability must also include purposefulness or goal-directed behaviour (Newman & Just, 2004; Sternberg & Salter, 1982). According to Sternberg (1997):

[Intelligence comprises the mental abilities necessary for adaptation to, as well as shaping and selection of, any environmental context. According to this definition, intelligence is not just reactive to the environment but also active in forming it. (p. 1030)]

Industrial and Organisational psychologists are divided on the issue of the importance of general mental ability in aspects of work such as personnel selection and job performance (Viswesvaran & Ones, 2002). On the one hand are those who argue that cognitive abilities are not good enough predictors (Goldstein, Zedeck & Goldstein, 2002; Sternberg & Hedlund, 2002). On the other are those who point to research supporting its utility in predicting outcomes. According to Anderson (2004, p. 271) ‘… intelligence tests are very good predictors of real-world accomplishments’. Within the world of work, general mental ability has been found to be associated with job performance and career success (Herrnstein & Murray, 1994; Hunter, 1986; Schmidt & Hunter, 1998), and in a far greater way than other factors, such as structured interviews or reference letters in selecting appropriate personnel (Muchinsky, 2006).

Gottfredson (1998) has claimed that:

intelligence as measured by IQ tests is the single most effective predictor known of individual performance at school and on the job. It also predicts many other aspects of well-being … (p. 24)

Dilchert, Ones, Davis and Rostow (2007), observed a substantial negative relationship between cognitive ability and counterproductive work behaviours such as work avoidance, abuse of resources, absenteeism and destruction of property. Ree and Earles (1991) found that psychometric g and not specific abilities (such as word knowledge, mathematics, automotive or electronics knowledge for example) was the best predictor of success in job training a massive group of air force enlistees. In a further study, Ree, Carretta and Teachout (1995) determined that general ability influenced work performance to a greater extent than did prior job knowledge. Hunter and Schmidt (1996) reported studies indicating general cognitive ability (g) to be the best predictor for job performance when hiring personnel.

**Emotional intelligence**

Emotional intelligence is likely to represent a much larger construct than any one particular model currently describes and can therefore be studied from a variety of perspectives (Austin & Saklofske, 2005; Zeidner, Roberts & Matthews, 2008). However, the use of the term ‘intelligence’ assumes that emotional intelligence as a construct should fit in with the nomological network that most scientists would recognise and understand. To be considered as intelligence, there is a general consensus that at least three criteria must be met (Mayer, Salovey & Caruso, 2000). Firstly, the intelligence must demonstrate mental ability rather than non-intellectual characteristics or personality descriptions. This assumes the ability to engage in abstract thought, to learn and to solve problems in order to adapt to the environment (Sternberg, Lautrey & Lubart, 2003). Secondly, the intelligence must be able to be psychometrically associated with a similar constellation of abilities, but not overly so. Dimensions of intelligence such as verbal comprehension or perceptual organisation, for example, can be distinguished by measures that appear to indicate the processing of, and reasoning with, information of a particular type (Carroll, 1993; Horn & Cattell, 1966). The ability to engage in this type of problem-solving can be quantified and psychometrically analysed. Similarly, a dimension of emotional intelligence should be distinguishable by the ability to perform emotionally related problem-solving. Thirdly, there should be a developmental trajectory for the intelligence in question; that is, it should develop from childhood to adulthood as the result of experience.

The extant literature generally distinguishes between two approaches to EI, namely, (1) a group that are much broader in their definitions and include a variety of traits and (2) an ability-based model that is much narrower in its focus. The former group has been labelled ‘mixed models’ and within this approach EI has been variously conceptualised as a set of personal and social competencies necessary for survival and adaptation (Bar-On, 1997, 2005; Goleman, 1995), or as a lower order personality trait (Petrides & Furnham, 2006). In contrast to the mixed models, the Mayer-Salovey EI model conceptualises emotional intelligence as a mental ability rather than as a preferred way of behaving (Feldman Barrett & Gross, 2001; MacCann & Roberts, 2008; Mayer & Salovey, 1997; Mayer et al., 2000). The disadvantage of this is the possibility of excluding personality or other factors which may in fact contribute to emotional intelligence. On the other hand, because the emotional abilities in the model are thought to be more distinct from other constructs, any relationships found are less likely to be attributed to these other constructs. As a result, the Mayer-Salovey approach becomes more useful in scientific research, and has been judged by some (e.g. Conte, 2005; McEnrue & Groves, 2006; Ortony, Revelle & Zinbarg, 2007) to be the best model to be used in empirical research and likely the preferred focus of future EI studies (Zeidner, Matthews & Roberts, 2004). It is at the intersection of emotions and cognition that one finds the ability-based model of EI (Mayer, Salovey & Caruso, 2008). As with other generally accepted factors of mental ability, the ability-based model of EI proposes a parallel component of capacity – that of processing emotionally laden information.

Mayer and Salovey initially proposed a four-branch model of EI including the abilities to (1) perceive emotions (branch 1), facilitate (use) emotions (branch 2), understand emotions...
(branch 3) and manage emotions (branch 4) (Mayer, Caruso & Salovey, 1999; Mayer & Salovey, 1997). These abilities are interrelated and viewed hierarchically in that the less psychologically complex abilities such as perceiving and facilitating emotions lay the foundation for the more complex abilities of understanding and managing emotions. Managing emotions, at the peak of the hierarchy, is therefore the most complex ability and incorporates the skills below it.

According to this ability model, individuals with higher EI should better be able to appraise the emotional environment and generate and direct attention to emotions most salient in the thought processes required for reasoning and decision-making. They should have an advantage in understanding the antecedents, sequences and outcomes of various emotions in the career context allowing them to put behaviours in the proper perspective. Most importantly, these individuals should be more likely to be able to adjust their negative thinking by monitoring, managing and reframing these thoughts so as to reach their desired goals (Cartwright & Pappas, 2007; Jordan, Ashkanasy & Hartel, 2002; Lopes, Grewal, Kadis, Gall & Salovey, 2006; Lyons & Schneider, 2005; Mayer & Salovey, 1997; Mayer et al., 2004).

To date, research investigating the association of EI as a mental ability with other factors has been relatively scarce. Higher EI has been associated with improved perceived interpersonal relationships (Lopes et al., 2004; Lopes, Salovey, Côté & Beers, 2005; Lopes, Salovey & Strauss, 2003; Yip & Martin, 2005), with decreased drug use, alcohol consumption and deviant social behaviour in men (Brackett & Mayer, 2003; Trinidad & Johnson, 2002), and a higher degree of self-sufficiency and capacity to choose partners with more positive characteristics (Amitay & Mongrain, 2007). Dunn, Brackett, Ashton-James, Schneiderman and Salovey (2007) found aspects of EI to be a significant predictor of forecasting accuracy in different emotionally laden situations, possibly leading to better decision-making.

In the workplace, Lopes et al. (2006) found EI to be significantly associated with job performance indicators such as merit increase and company rank, as well as interpersonal facilitation skills and higher stress tolerance.

No research investigating EI as a resource in coping with negative thinking accompanyng the career exploration process has been found.

**Negative career thoughts**

Career thoughts have been defined as ‘outcomes of one’s thinking about assumptions, attitudes, behaviours, beliefs, feelings, plans, and strategies related to career problem solving and decision making’ (Strauser, Lustig & Ciftci, 2008, p. 24). When these thoughts are negatively biased, they become unhelpful cognitions - perceptions that are often distorted and idiosyncratic in nature and which hinder effective career problem-solving and decision-making (Lam & Cheng, 2001; Osborn, Howard & Leierer, 2007; Sampson et al., 1996). These distorted beliefs may remain unnoticed (Kinnier & Krumboltz, 1986), and their genuineness is often not questioned by the individual (Lam & Cheng, 2001).

Negative career thoughts have been linked to diminished feelings of self-worth and subjective well-being (Judge & Locke, 1993), depression (Saunders, Peterson, Sampson & Reardon, 2000), anxiety, reduced self-esteem (Morano, 2006; Newman, Fuqua & Seaworth, 1989; Serling & Betz, 1990) and reported decrease in life satisfaction (Sampson et al., 1996). They appear to be moderately correlated with excessive rumination and maximisation (Paivandy, Bullock, Reardon & Kelly, 2008). Outwardly, the emotional reactions to these feelings may be manifest in disappointment, anger and hurt when self-imposed expectations are not met (Lam & Gale, 2004) and in a display of perfectionism (Osborn, 1998; Roll & Arthur, 2002). Verbal expressions may be negative and over-generalised (Corbishley & Yost, 1989). Amongst students, negative career thoughts have been found to:

- reduce retention in college (Tinto, 1993)
- act as a barrier to productive career planning (Reed, Lenz, Reardon & Leierer, 2000; Saunders et al., 2000)
- cause poorer psychosocial adjustment in disabled students (Dipoulou, Reardon, Sampson & Burkhead, 2002)
- correlate significantly with higher test anxiety and achievement motivation (Sud & Kumar, 2006).

Considering that ‘the workplace is a forum for the expression of various behaviours’ (Judge, Scott & Ilies, 2006, p. 126), negative career thinking can be expected to be displayed in that environment. Decreased job satisfaction, poor work performance, job avoidance and job failure have been reported (Judge & Locke, 1993; Sampson et al., 2004). These behaviours also affect significant others outside the work setting (Sampson et al., 2004).

Negative career thought change is defined as a movement away from a negative framing of career assumptions, attitudes, behaviours, beliefs, feelings, plans and strategies towards a positive approach to career problem-solving and decision-making (Strauser et al., 2008).

**Synthesis**

No research could be found that explores cognitive ability, emotional intelligence and negative career thinking as the variables of interest in one study. However, emotional intelligence and cognitive ability, together or separately, have been investigated in conjunction with other aspects of the world of work such as work performance, emotional labour, job insecurity and career decision-making. Côté and Miners (2006) investigated the relationship between emotional intelligence, cognitive ability and performance in the workplace. They measured three facets of work performance, as well as cognitive ability and emotional intelligence, in a sample of staff employed at a university. Results indicated that there is not a linear relationship between each of cognitive ability and emotional intelligence with job performance, but that participants with lower cognitive ability compensated
Cognitive ability was measured in at least two of the job performance criteria. Liu, Prati, Ferrewwé and Ferris (2008, p. 2415) investigated emotional intelligence and negative affect as personal resources influencing the “emotional labour” that employees perform in coping with customer interactions, as well as outcomes such as job tension and job satisfaction. Results indicated a medium and significant relationship ($r = -0.37; p < .05$) between emotional intelligence and negative affectivity.

Jordan et al. (2002) have presented a model in which EL acts as a moderator of behavioural reactions to job insecurity. They argue that higher EL, in particular emotional awareness and emotional management, better equips employees to cope with two outcomes of perceived job insecurity, namely, decreased affective commitment to the organisation and increased tension related to the job. According to this view, higher emotionally intelligent individuals are better able to break the cycle of negative thinking and negative coping behaviours that surround job insecurity.

Brown et al. (2003) hypothesised that an individual’s ability to guide his or her thinking and actions using EL would be efficacious in the career exploration and decision-making process. The authors conclude that the ability to understand, analyse and employ emotional knowledge, as well as the ability to regulate emotions, can be used advantageously in completing career-exploration related tasks.

**Research design**

**Research approach**

A quantitative, survey approach, using correlation analysis (Terre Blanche, Durrheim & Painter, 2006) was employed to meet the research objectives.

**Research method**

**Research participants**

Given the paucity of studies focussing on adult samples that are not attending post-secondary institutions, the sample was limited to middle-aged, non-student adults. There is, of course, no definitive age at which one can be said to be a middle-aged adult, and so it was decided that the career stages proposed by Super (1990) be used as a guide. With respect to the ‘life/career rainbow’ (Reardon, Lenz, Sampson & Peterson, 2000, p. 14), Super divides the working life of an individual into five age spans of which two are most germane to this study, namely, the Establishment phase and the Maintenance phase, covering the ages of approximately 25 to 65. For this study, the criteria for inclusion, therefore, was that individuals needed to be adults between the ages of 25 and 65 and should not be attending post-secondary institutions or other training programmes.

Participants were unemployed, non-student adults referred to a career exploration programme funded by the federal government of Canada. One hundred and ninety-three adults (64% women) between the ages of 25 and 60 were included in the study. Average age was 41.7 years; average education achieved was 12.7 years. Participation in the study was voluntary. All participants had adequate knowledge of the English language.

**Measuring instruments**

Three measuring instruments were used in this study, namely, (1) the Wonderlic Personnel Test (WPT), (2) the Mayer-Salovey-Caruso Emotional Intelligence Test (MSCEIT) and (3) the Career Thoughts Inventory (CTI).

**Wonderlic Personnel Test:** Cognitive ability was measured using the WPT (Wonderlic, 2002). The aim of the WPT is to provide a quantitative measure of a person’s general cognitive ability, especially as it pertains to the world of work. The 50 items on the WPT encompass a variety of verbal and non-verbal reasoning and problem-solving tasks such as arranging words into a proper sentence, comparing sequences of numbers, analysing geometric figures and performing math calculations in response to story problems. Wonderlic’s (2002) research showed acceptable levels of validity and reliability.

**Mayer-Salovey-Caruso Emotional Intelligence Test:** Emotional intelligence was measured by the Mayer-Salovey-Caruso Emotional Intelligence Test version 2 (MSCEIT v.2). The aim of the MSCEIT is to assess one’s ability to process emotionally laden information and use emotions to solve problems. It is based on the premise that EI can be best measured by performance on four factors or branches: perceiving, facilitating, understanding and managing emotions. Perceiving (or perceiving, appraising and expressing) emotions refers not only to being aware of emotional content in the environment, but also accurately identifying it, differentiating between genuine and counterfeit emotions, monitoring internal feelings, identifying bodily sensations in one’s own body and expressing emotions accurately (Caruso, Mayer & Salovey 2002). The facilitating emotions dimension assists an individual in focusing attention on salient emotional cues in the environment to enhance rational thinking (Gohn, Corser & Dalsky, 2005; Salovey & Pizarro, 2003). It enables one to choose the emotional attitude or posture most conducive to problem-solving in the situation, as well as allowing multiple perspectives of the problem. The third branch, understanding emotions, includes the ability to recognise the triggers or antecedent events of emotions, and to gauge the intensity the emotions are likely to reach. It also includes understanding the temporal sequences of emotions, the ways in which emotions can transform from one to another and the complex ways in which different emotions interact. The fourth branch, managing emotions, includes the ability to control the emotional situation within one’s self and with others by solving emotionally laden problems. This also involves managing emotions in context, reframing appraisals of emotions, and deliberately choosing productive emotional responses and avoiding counterproductive ones. Ultimately, this ability promotes adaptation through the achievement of goals to enhance one’s life and well-being.
The four branches are interrelated and hierarchical in that the first ability, perceiving, provides a platform for facilitating emotions, which in turn forms the foundations for understanding emotions which in turn contributes to emotional management. Whilst the four factors can be considered independently, they also interact to produce a global ability of EI (Jordan et al., 2002; Mayer & Salovey, 1997). In addition, the progression from branch one through to four is seen as increasing the degree to which the abilities and skills are incorporated into other psychological subsystems (Mayer et al., 2004). In other words, perceiving emotions is a more discrete or modularised ability, whilst managing emotions involves much more integration with the information processing around planning, motivation and goal achievement. Caruso et al.’s (2002) research showed acceptable levels of validity and reliability.

Career Thoughts Inventory: Negative career thinking was measured using the CTI (Sampson et al., 1996). The aim of the CTI is to provide a quantitative measure of a person’s negative career thoughts. The core dimensions of negative career thinking have been determined through principal component analysis to include a global factor as well as three subcomponents for normative groups in a career decision-making milieu (Sampson et al., 1996). These three general types of negative career thoughts include decision-making confusion, commitment anxiety and external conflict. Decision-making confusion (DMC) is a reflection of an individual’s ability to initiate or maintain the cognitive processes necessary to make career decisions (Sampson et al., 1996; Strauser et al., 2008). These decisions are facilitated by sufficient clarity regarding how decisions are made and by positive emotional states. In contrast, individuals with reduced ability in this area may be inhibited in their understanding of how to make a decision or may have emotional barriers interfering with effective decision-making (Sampson et al., 2004; Stastner et al., 2008). These emotional barriers may take the form of anxiety, depression or discouragement which may overwhelm the individual so that sustaining the decision-making process seems impossible.

Commitment anxiety (CA) refers to one’s ability to commit to a particular career choice and successfully manage the anxieties that may arise as a result of that decision (Sampson et al., 1996; Strauser et al., 2008). After selecting the most appropriate career path, individuals with lower levels of commitment anxiety are able to continue focusing on their choice whilst disengaging from other possible alternatives and coping with the tensions that are bound to arise from choosing one path over another. Individuals with high levels of commitment anxiety may find letting go of alternative plans very stressful to the extent that the accompanying anxiety perpetuates the indecision cycle.

External conflict (EC) addresses negative thoughts regarding the ability to balance one’s own perceptions and needs with those of others. Excessive focus on external factors, such as opinions of family, friends and colleagues, as well as life circumstances, contribute to a reluctance in making career decisions in individuals displaying high levels of external conflict. On the other hand, those with low external conflict are better able to distinguish which perceptions from others in their environment are more important for decision-making and are more likely to assume personal responsibility for their choices.

The CTI is a self-report, paper and pencil instrument consisting of 48 statements written to reflect negative career thoughts. Test-takers choose one of four responses for each item ranging from ‘Strongly disagree’ to ‘Strongly agree’. Higher scores indicate more negative thoughts. Internal consistency alphas for adults have been found to be high (total CTI $\alpha = 0.97$; DMC $\alpha = 0.94$; CA $\alpha = 0.91$ and EC $\alpha = 0.81$). Principle component analysis provides support for the three factors of decision-making confusion, commitment anxiety and external conflict (Sampson et al., 1996).

Research procedure

Participants completed the first administration of the CTI (pre-CTI) on the first day before the 16-day programme started. The programme consisted of teaching basic career components, career stages, and individual or group counselling towards facilitating the individual’s exploration of his or her own career matters and decision-making. Cognitive ability was measured on the second day using the WPT, and the MSCEIT was administered via computer on the fourth day. Upon completion of the programme, each participant completed the CTI again (post-CTI). Data were collected over a period of 24 months because of the limitations imposed by available resources and the nature of the programme. Every effort was made to retain consistency in format for each participant.

This study contained no psychological or disclosure risks to the subjects. The benefit for them was that their measured behaviours can be utilised by the IO psychology fraternity to enlighten scholars and researchers on the relationship between the measured constructs. All possible care was taken to ensure ethical psychometric practice and informed consent for using the data was obtained from all participants.

Statistical analysis

The primary focus of this research was the relationships between cognitive ability, emotional intelligence and negative career thoughts, and the extent to which emotional intelligence and cognitive ability factors could explain the total variance in the scores of the criterion variables (the four CTI variables). Descriptive and inferential statistical analyses were carried out using the SPSS version 13 statistics programme. Correlation and multiple regression analyses were used to determine the relationships between variables. Significance values were set at $p \leq 0.05$.

Results

Table 1 shows means and standard deviations for the variables measured. Career Thoughts Inventory change values were obtained by subtracting post- from pre-CTI scores and therefore a positive value for CTI change scores
indicates a decrease in negative career thoughts. A t-test for paired samples showed that all differences for CTI total, DMC, CA and EC were significant at the $p < 0.001$ level. Effect sizes for $r$ differences for CTI total, DMC and CA were large ($d > 0.80$) whilst for EC the effect size was small to medium ($d = 0.44$). Results thus show that negative career thinking was significantly reduced after the programme compared to before the programme.

Correlations between cognitive ability and EI were positive and significant for EI Total, Perceiving and Understanding, but not significant for Facilitating or Managing. The overall cognitive ability/EI correlation ($r = 0.31; p < .001$; medium effect size) is in keeping with those reported in the normative study (Mayer et al., 2002, p. 38) and subsequent studies (Brackett & Mayer, 2003; Mayer et al., 2003). Amongst the four branches of the MSCEIT, Perceiving emotions showed a small to medium effect size ($r = 0.19; p < .01$). Both Facilitating emotions and Managing emotions correlated the least ($r = 0.14; p = 0.064$ and $r = 0.12; p = 0.113$ respectively; small effect size). Understanding emotions was most highly correlated with cognitive ability ($r = 0.48; p = 0.000$, large effect size). This is in keeping with Mayer and Salovey’s assertion that Understanding emotions represents the most cognitive of the branches (Mayer et al., 2004). The cognitive ability/EI total correlation is of moderate size that could be expected to exist between overall $g$ and other possible factors of intelligence, which lends credence to the test’s claim of being an ability model (Zeidner et al., 2008).

Table 2 presents correlations between CTI pre-scores, post-scores and change scores with EI and cognitive ability. Significant correlations of cognitive ability with any pre-CTI or CTI change scores were not observed. However, cognitive ability was seen to be significantly inversely correlated with negative career thoughts post-programme for total CTI ($r = -0.15; p = 0.044$) and with decision-making confusion ($r = -0.22; p = 0.002$).

Contrary to expectations, no significant relationships between any of the total EI or the four branch scores with change in CTI scores were observed. In addition, none of the overall EI or three of the four EI branches (EIP, EIF, EU) were seen to correlate with any CTI scores both prior to and after the programme. However, data analysis found that negative career thoughts overall prior to the programme were significantly and inversely correlated with the Managing emotions branch of the MSCEIT for total CTI ($r = -0.19; p = 0.008$) and with two of the three CTI subscales, CA ($r = -0.19; p = 0.011$) and EC ($r = -0.18; p = 0.013$). These represent a small to medium-effect size (Cohen, 1992). Likewise, significant inverse correlations existed between emotional management ability and overall CTI, as well as all three subscales, upon completion of the programme; total CTI $r = -0.21; p = 0.004$; decision-making confusion $r = -0.19; p = 0.009$; commitment anxiety $r = -0.21; p = 0.004$ and external conflict $r = -0.16; p = 0.024$.

An initial stepwise regression was performed in which cognitive ability and EI total score were entered as predictors of CTI change. Neither of these variables was seen to predict any of CTI change for total or any of the three subscales. A further regression analysis was performed in which cognitive ability, and the four branches of EI were entered as predictors of CTI change. CTI change for total plus all three subscales was not predicted by any of the predictor variables.

Regression analyses were carried out for CTI pre-test and post-test. Table 3 shows the summary of results of the multiple regression analyses predicting negative career thoughts prior to and after the programme. Cognitive ability was seen to predict both total CTI and decision-making confusion post-
programme (2.1% and 5.0% of the variance; small effect sizes $f^2 = 0.02$ and 0.06 respectively). Therefore, Hypothesis 1 was partially supported, but only for overall negative career thoughts and decision-making confusion as measured upon completion of the career exploration programme.

None of the EI Perceiving, Facilitating, or Understanding branches accounted for any appreciable variance. Emotional management was seen to predict negative career thoughts both before and after programme for total and all three subscales. Pre-CTI variances were of similar magnitude (total $\Delta R^2 = 0.044$; DMC $\Delta R^2 = 0.024$; CA $\Delta R^2 = 0.043$ and EC $\Delta R^2 = 0.034$; small effect sizes of 0.02 to 0.05). Post-CTI variances were also of similar magnitude (total $\Delta R^2 = 0.048$; DMC $\Delta R^2 = 0.039$; CA $\Delta R^2 = 0.043$ and EC $\Delta R^2 = 0.030$; small effect sizes of 0.04 to 0.05). Therefore, Hypothesis 2 was partially supported, but only for the emotional management branch of EI and only for pre-CTI and post CTI scores. Overall, EI management was seen to predict more CTI scores and at the same magnitude as cognitive ability. Therefore, it can be concluded that Hypothesis 3 is supported by the data.

Discussion

This study explored two factors, cognitive ability and EI as measured by an ability-based test which may influence the negative career thoughts experienced by non-student career-exploring adults. Integration of these constructs was motivated by the perspective that career exploration is both cognitively demanding and emotionally taxing and is often accompanied by negative thinking regarding the world of work. Understanding the relationships between cognitive abilities, emotional abilities and negative career thoughts, therefore, adds to the literature regarding the relative importance of cognitive ability and emotional intelligence in an outcome not yet explored and in a segment of the population for which there is limited research. The study provides new information regarding the relationship between cognitive ability and EI and therefore the validity of EI as a separate aspect of intelligence that acts as a resource in problem-solving and adaptation to the environment. This understanding may provide both counsellor and client insight into dealing with the stresses associated with career exploration and career decision-making.

Level of cognitive ability was seen to be inversely and significantly correlated with, and predictive of, negative career-thinking scores, but only on the post-test administration and only for decision-making confusion and overall CTI. One possibility for these results is that individuals with higher cognitive abilities are able to benefit more from the self-knowledge and labour market knowledge acquired during a career exploration programme, and are better able to make decisions regarding how their particular circumstances might be altered to meet their needs. It may be that higher order cognitive components such as decision-making become activated during the career exploration programme and become more important in predicting decision-making confusion. Cognitive ability did not show any significant relationships with negative career thinking change overall or with any of the subcomponents although all the correlations showed a positive trend.

Levels of EI were obtained for an adult non-student sample. Whilst Perceiving and Facilitating branch scores approached the mean of 100 as calculated for the norming sample, overall EI, Understanding and Managing scores were significantly lower. When compared with other research in which scores have been reported in sufficient detail to permit analysis, the results in this research were lower than those reported elsewhere with the exception of one study (Corblishley & Yost, 1989). For example, the total and branch scores in this research are lower than those reported in some studies (e.g. Aminis & Morgenin, 2007; Bastian et al., 2005; Farely & Austin, 2007; Yip & Martin, 2005), but, whilst still lower, more similar to others (e.g. Brackett et al., 2004). Whether this is related to the adult, non-student sample or a function of unemployment is not known at this point.

However, at least three reasons may account for the difference in scores obtained in the current research. Firstly, without exception, the participants in the aforementioned studies were university students, mostly recruited from undergraduate or graduate psychology courses and therefore with knowledge (presumably) regarding psychological constructs. Secondly, their ages were considerably younger; all age means were less than 30 and most were less than 20. In the current study, individuals under 25 were excluded from the data and the average age was almost 42 years, meaning that the sample was not representative of those reported above. Thirdly, the current sample was limited to career-exploring adults who were unemployed. Perhaps this population demonstrates

### TABLE 3: Summary of multiple regression analysis for variables predicting negative career thoughts pre-programme and post-programme.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictors</th>
<th>CTI pre</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>CTI post</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\Delta R^2$</td>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>$\Delta R^2$</td>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>$\Delta R^2$</td>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>$\Delta R^2$</td>
<td>$\beta$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IQ</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>-0.043</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>-0.086</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.035</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EI P</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.181</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>-0.048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EI F</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>-0.038</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EI U</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>-0.035</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EI M</td>
<td>0.044*</td>
<td>-0.236</td>
<td>0.024*</td>
<td>-0.174</td>
<td>0.043*</td>
<td>-0.234</td>
<td>0.034*</td>
<td>-0.208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>0.047</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- $\Delta \beta_1$: coefficient of determination; $\beta$: Beta; DMC, decision-making confusion; CA, commitment anxiety; EC, external conflict.
- N = 193.
- *p ≤ .05; **p ≤ .01

lower EI and that is what contributes to their unemployment. There are no other similar samples with which to compare.

Neither correlation nor regression analyses showed any significant relationship between EI, total or branches and change in negative career thoughts. This could suggest that EI is not a resource individuals employ to modify their thinking. However, a somewhat different picture emerges when the regression analysis was observed for these same predictors on the pre-programme level of negative career thinking. Whilst the effect size is small, Managing emotions was seen to predict the overall CTI as well as all three subscales. Individuals with higher emotional managing abilities appear to begin the career exploration experience with fewer negative thoughts. Similarly, for results of the multiple regression using post-programme CTI scores as the criterion variables, managing emotions was seen to predict total CTI as well as all three subscales. The change in variance in negative career thoughts explained by Managing emotions when cognitive ability is statistically controlled ranges from 2.4% to 4.4% prior to career exploration and from 3.0% to 4.8% after. These modest amounts are of similar magnitude to those generally found in other studies (Zeidner et al., 2008). The results suggest that managing emotions, alone amongst the four EI branches, was already inversely associated with negative career thinking before the beginning of the career exploration programme and also afterward. As a result, the differences between negative career thoughts prior to and after the programme appear to be reduced to non-significance. The evidence suggests that the Managing emotions component of emotional intelligence as it is conceptualised and measured in this study is associated inversely with negative career thinking and predicts levels of negative career thinking both prior to and after career exploration.

Generally, the ability to regulate one’s emotions is viewed as an explanation for understanding how individuals respond to stressful situations in their environment (Cartwright & Pappas, 2007). The ability to control the meaning of potentially problematic experiences so that the harmful effects are more neutral and kept within manageable bounds enhances an individual’s ability to cope. In the current study, it may be that increased emotional management abilities played a role in moderating participants’ initial negative thoughts with respect to the stresses surrounding their career situation, which then allowed them to negotiate the career exploration process more successfully as was evident in their thoughts after the programme (Zeidner et al., 2006). These associations tend to support the view that individuals are possessed of resources upon which they draw to manage the stressors of daily life.

Jordan et al. (2002) suggested that individuals higher in EI are better able to break the cycle of negative thinking and coping behaviours that usually accompany job insecurity. They encouraged research that investigates which factor of EI might be more important, and where in the sequence of emotional reactions EI is likely to be most effective. The current research supports and adds to Jordan et al.’s research by determining that it is higher levels of EI Managing that are associated with lower levels of negative career thoughts and may, in fact, influence the degree to which individuals experience negative thoughts. It also appears that this ability is present in the individual before any career exploration has taken place, and the continued regulation of negative career thoughts is also evident following career exploration. Considering that emotional managing was predictive of negative career thoughts both before and after career exploration, and cognitive ability only predictive after career exploration, it suggests the possibility that perhaps individuals access their emotional psychological resources first and cognitive resources later, at least in dealing with negative career thoughts.

It may be that higher EI individuals construe the eliciting emotional situation of career exploration with a more positively balanced reaction allowing them to regulate the stress deliberately (Lyons & Schneider, 2005; Muramatsu & Hanoch, 2005). Managing emotions as conceptualised by the Mayer-Salovey ability model, involves deliberately avoiding thoughts and emotions that may be counter-productive and adjusting negative emotions because of increased insight into the factors impacting a particular event (Dunn et al., 2007; Jordon et al., 2002). It appears that persons with higher EI Managing abilities approach career decisions with fewer negative career thoughts and also navigate the process more successfully. In this sense, EI, or at least emotional management, may be seen as evidence of intelligent behaviour specific to the emotions domain as the individual seeks to adjust to the changes in their life circumstances and attempts to change the environment to suit their purposes.

Conclusions

Fluctuations in the worldwide economy have generally resulted in changes in employment patterns and never has this been so apparent than in the last several years. There has been a growing feeling of uncertainty and insecurity in the workplace leading to increased stress on individuals. Learning how to navigate career changes successfully will require that individuals have greater access to career counselling. Practitioners must, therefore, become knowledgeable regarding the factors that can facilitate career transitions and diminish stress. In the past, models of career decision-making have viewed attitudes and thoughts regarding career strictly as outcomes. Career transitions are rarely devoid of emotions and career decision-making is unlikely to be strictly a rational cognitive process. There is an increasing need to consider attitudes and thoughts as part of the sequence of problem-solving in career exploration and an obligation to assist clients in developing what Kidd (1998, p. 283) calls ‘career resilience’. This involves a more holistic approach to career counselling and requires that the role of emotions and their influence on behaviours must be given more consideration.

Investigating the degree of negative thinking with respect to career appears to be a useful component when dealing
with career-exploring clients. Particularly when pre-
administration and post-administration can be completed,
the career counsellor has at least one gauge by which
progress in reducing counter-productive attitudes can be
measured. In addition, the results of an EI assessment can
be useful, in spite of the costs that are usually associated
with purchasing, administering and reporting. Including an
assessment of an individual’s EI amongst the other measures
typically administered during career exploration would
have a number of advantages. Firstly, EI results can be used
as an indicator of one’s ability to manage negative thinking.
This gives the career practitioner a foundation for the kinds
of questions asked during counselling and can be used as a
screen to suggest what kind and depth of further testing may
need to be done. In addition, such results can add one more
piece of information that supports or contradicts one’s choice
of career. Some careers have much higher demands regarding
emotional problem-solving and emotional management.
For example, a person with very low emotional intelligence
scores wishing to become a teacher of children or work in
public relations might be counselled to consider other options
where chances of success are greater.

Industrial and organisational psychologists can benefit
from understanding the theories and current research
on intelligence in general and emotional intelligence
specifically, which have typically been studied within the
realm of cognitive psychology. In addition, it is possible that
emotional intelligence, or at least aspects of it, can be modified
by training. Industrial and Organisational psychologists
would benefit from engaging in programmes that train them
to assist clients in becoming more aware of, and increasing,
their own emotional intelligence. If vocational counsellors
are able both to assess emotional intelligence and provide
intervention in managing emotions, they may be able to
reduce the perceived uncertainty in their clients and make
the career decision-making experience less formidable.

Limitations
Caution should be observed if generalising the results
obtained in the current study to other locations and other
career exploration programmes. Subjects in the study
were localised in one area of British Columbia and were
participants in only one programme. In addition, participants
were selected because they were experiencing career-related
difficulties. It is to be expected that their level of negative
career thinking would be higher as a consequence. Any
time that scores for a group may be more extreme, natural
regression to the mean rather than an actual change must be
considered a possible limitation.

It is possible that variables other than those hypothesised to
be associated with the criterion variable may be responsible
for differences. Further research in which other factors
are included as predictor variables would be useful in
determining their contributions to change in negative career
thinking above and beyond those studied here.

By necessity, data were gathered over a period of
approximately two years. One difficulty with this
circumstance is the effect of historical events on the behaviour
and attitudes of participants.

The measure of cognitive ability for this research was the most
convenient and cost-effective to use under the circumstances.
However, as with any cognitive test, it does not capture all of
the aspects of cognitive ability. Ortony et al. (2007) argue
that the MSCEIT measure is more in line with crystallised
emotional intelligence. If emotional intelligence does have a
fluid component it might be associated with fluid intelligence
as conceptualised by Cattell. A study in which both fluid and
crystallised aspects of intelligence are measured could shed
light on this possibility.

Suggestions for future research
Of interest for the sample assessed in this study is that EI
Understanding and EI Managing scores are considerably
lower than either of Perceiving or Facilitating. In
the hierarchical Mayer-Salovey ability model of EI,
Understanding and Managing emotions represent higher
levels of processing with Managing requiring the foundation
provided by the lower three branches. To determine whether
these values are typical of unemployed adults, it would be
useful to administer the MSCEIT to other samples engaging
in career exploration, as well as unemployed adults who are
not in career exploration. Analysing mean differences would
help determine whether the current sample was unique.

The implementation of a true or quasi-experimental design
would address concerns such as regression to the mean
as well as shed light on possible causes of negative career
change. To do this would require the inclusion of a control
group who did not participate in the career exploration
programme but completed the necessary assessments.

The developmental trajectory of emotional intelligence over
the lifespan needs to be investigated further (Mayer et al.,
2004). At this point there is conflicting information regarding
the development of emotional intelligence with age. Cursory
analyses of age groupings in the current study revealed
different levels of EI and cognitive ability at different ages.
It is recommended that further research investigate the
developmental trajectory of cognitive ability, EI and their
interaction over time and their relationship with important
life outcomes.
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